GOING

ALL-IN

BEGIN TO TRANSFORM YOUR
ORGANIZATION IN 90 DAYS

PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION REQUIRES EXTRAORDINARY VISION, LEADERSHIP,
COMMITMENT, PLANNING, EXECUTION, AND COMMUNICATION.
ALL-IN™ PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION INVOLVES FOUR DISTINCT PHASES:

1. VISUALIZE

Vision composition typically takes a month or more
and is often a new experience for leaders. Most
require significant coaching to help them craft a
vision.

PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION ALWAYS BEGINS
WITH A VISION OF A NEW AND BETTER FUTURE.

The best visions are one to two pages long and
describe in detail the future the leader is inviting
people to join her in making happen.

2. PREPARE

THIS PREPARATION INVOLVES FOUR STEPS:
STEP 1: Enroll the leader’s team

THE LEADER TURNS HER ATTENTION TO PREPARING FOR THE
TIME AND PLACE PEOPLE WILL EXPLORE AND CHOOSE
WHETHER OR NOT TO ACCEPT HER INVITATION TO CREATE A
NEW AND BETTER FUTURE.

3. COMMIT & PLAN
THE COMMIT & PLAN PHASE OCCURS OVER ALL
FOUR CONSECUTIVE DAYS OF THE ALL-IN™ EVENT.
EACH DAY IS DISTINCT AND VITAL:

STEP 2: Launch and train the event-planning team
STEP 3: Develop the event plan
STEP 4: Launch and train the plan-steering team

DAY 1: Leader shares his vision and facilitates conversations
which allow attendees to explore the vision.
DAY 2: Participants are provided the opportunity to
commit—usually publicly—to the vision, and to be introduced to
the mission and mission essentials.
DAY 3: Participants partake in a unique approach to planning
called “open space.” The plan-steering committee converts the
input from the open spaces into a change plan.
DAY 4: Plan-steering committee presents its proposed change
plan to the leaders and participants, answers questions, and
gathers input.

4. EXECUTE & INSTITUTIONALIZE

THE LEADERSHIP TEAM’S ROLE:

• Oversee the plan-steering team and assure
that the changes and actions are executed
as intended and on time.

THE LEADER’S ROLE:

• Monitor progress of the plan, assess the
impact of the changes, make appropriate
course corrections, and celebrate significant
accomplishments.

• Assure that the organization stays “on
mission”.

• Consolidate improvements and lessons
learned, drive even more change, and
institutionalize changes to assure
sustainability of performance improvements.

• Keep the image of the vision alive so that it
continues to motivate people to accomplish
the mission.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CORT DIAL’S ALL-IN™ LEADERSHIP APPROACH, VISIT
WWW.CORTDIAL.COM
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Performance transformation is a quest taken by a group of people. Together this alliance intentionally
causes a monumental shift in their behavior, their culture, and their very selves to create performance
once believed impossible. It is one of the most difficult challenges a leader can take on—and make no
mistake: the transformation cannot happen without the leader.

PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION REQUIRES EXTRAORDINARY VISION, LEADERSHIP, COMMITMENT,
PLANNING, EXECUTION, AND COMMUNICATION. ALL-IN™ PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION IS A
PROVEN METHOD THAT ENSURES EACH OF THESE CRITICAL ELEMENTS IS IN PLACE AT THE RIGHT
TIME AND IN THE CORRECT ORDER FOR TRANSFORMATION TO OCCUR. IF ANY OF THESE ELEMENTS
IS MISSING OR INSUFFICIENT, TRANSFORMATION IS UNLIKELY. COACHING OF ALL KEY PLAYERS IN
THE PROCESS FOR ITS DURATION IS ALSO ESSENTIAL FOR SUCCESS.

ALL-IN™ PERFORMANCE TRANSFORMATION INVOLVES FOUR DISTINCT PHASES:
VISUALIZE, PREPARE, COMMIT & PLAN, AND EXECUTE & INSTITUTIONALIZE.
WHEN EACH PHASE IS WELL EXECUTED IN THE RIGHT SEQUENCE, TRANSFORMATION
OCCURS AND PRODUCES A SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCE.
Note: A diagram of the process is on page 6 of this document.
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1. VISUALIZE
Performance transformation always begins with a vision of a new and better future, e.g. a project that
finishes "ahead of schedule, under budget, and free of injuries". In All-In™ Performance Transformation,
the leader crafts this vision. More time and effort is invested in this phase than any other because the
leader’s vision determines the direction, scope, and velocity of the remainder of the process.
Prior to authoring the vision, the leader is trained in the concepts and skills needed to craft a vision that
attracts followers willing to do the work necessary to realize it. These concepts include All-In™
Performance Transformation, The Four Fields of Performance™, and The Five Conditions of
Performance™. The skills developed include leading from the future and vision writing.
Vision composition typically takes a month or more and is often a new experience for leaders. Most
require significant coaching to help them craft a vision which inspires them personally and will compel
their people to follow them.
The best visions are one to two pages long and describe in detail the future the leader is inviting
people to join her in making happen. It is a very intimate and revealing document, something that most
leaders are unaccustomed to sharing publicly in writing. Many leaders require significant coaching and
practice speaking and presenting their vision.
Note: The vision crafting process is described in detail in CDC, LLC’s document 4 Steps to Crafting a Compelling Vision. CDC,
LLC also has documents detailing The Four Fields of Performance™ and The Five Conditions of Performance™.

2. PREPARE
WITH THE VISION CRAFTED, THE LEADER TURNS HER ATTENTION TO PREPARING FOR THE TIME
AND PLACE PEOPLE WILL EXPLORE AND CHOOSE WHETHER OR NOT TO ACCEPT HER INVITATION
TO CREATE A NEW AND BETTER FUTURE. THIS PREPARATION INVOLVES FOUR STEPS:
STEP 1: ENROLL THE LEADER’S TEAM
Before the organization can be enrolled in the vision, the leader enrolls his immediate team. This is
accomplished by the leader sharing the vision and the intentions behind it and allowing the team to
ask questions and suggest improvements. The leader considers this input and revises the vision as
appropriate without allowing the team to re-write the vision.
Once the leader and the leadership team are aligned, it is the team’s job to translate the vision into a
mission. The leader gives the leadership team this assignment, provides them with the training they
require, and imposes a very short deadline (2-3 days at most) for when the team will return with their
draft.
Visions are inspirational. Missions are tactical. The leader’s vision gives clarity of direction and destination and elicits followers who are committed to realizing it. A mission shows those followers how to
translate that passion into concrete actions.
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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The first mission the leadership team develops is a “base-camp” mission which illuminates the path to
the first major milestone on the journey to realizing the leader’s vision. The mission includes a description of the “mission essentials”—those manners of being and behaving (often representing a significant
change) necessary for the mission’s success. Typically, a leadership team requires two or three additional weeks to develop the final mission and mission essentials.
Once the leader and the team are aligned on both the vision and mission, they begin preparing to
present both to their people. The leader will offer the vision. Then the leadership team will announce
the mission.
Note: The process for translating the vision into a mission is described in detail in CDC, LLC’s document How to Translate Your
Vision into a Mission.

STEP 2: LAUNCH AND TRAIN THE EVENT-PLANNING TEAM
An All-In™ Event will take place during the next phase, Commit & Plan. During step 2 of the Prepare
phase, a planning team who will make all preparations for the event is formed and trained. Eventplanning team members are recruited by the leader and leadership team.
The individuals who participate in the event-planning team typically become visible “champions” of the
transformation. Therefore, individuals who leadership wants to play a champion role are targeted.
Individuals whom leaders anticipate being skeptics of or resistant to the transformation are not considered for the event-planning team.
Event-planning team members are trained in the concepts and skills required to develop the event
plan and are coached for the duration of the team’s existence. One of the members is appointed team
chairperson by the leadership team and is accountable for the team’s delivery of a well-designed
event plan. The team is disbanded once the All-In™ Event is completed.
A baseline culture assessment involving representative surveys and interviews conducted by the
event-planning team provides the team with valuable information that informs the design of the event.
It also establishes the baseline against which future culture pulse checks can be compared.
STEP 3: DEVELOP THE EVENT PLAN
The All-In™ Event is a four-day experience intended to be a watershed event in the lives of the participants and for the organization, and is central to the transformation process. Typically, it takes the
event-planning team one to two months to design and prepare.
At the event, the participants are introduced to the new vision by the leader. The leader then encourages all attendees to explore the vision and its ramifications in detail, and then choose to accept or
decline the invitation to join efforts to realize that vision.
During the event, the leadership team also announces the base-camp mission. The participants then
develop their plan for fulfilling that mission, and the plan-steering team (see Step 4), who will direct the
implementation, is introduced. Finally, individuals develop their own personal action plans describing
the changes they will make in their behaviors, which are in service of the vision and mission.
A successful All-In™ Event requires meticulous planning of all aspects: from the venue site, environment, event content, and facilitation, to furniture, decorations, signage, staging, lighting, sound, video,
meals, eating accommodations, refreshments and snacks, break out rooms, social events, and transportation. All of these details are the responsibility of the event-planning team.
There is nothing haphazard or typical about an All-In™ Event. Through precise planning and execution,
the gathering becomes an intimate but fragile “psychological container” created to cultivate enrollment
in real change. Any planning misstep or breakdown in execution can cause the container to evaporate,
and consequently, the event to lose its effectiveness.
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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Creating an ideal container begins with whom the leadership team invites. Only those that the leader and
leadership team feel have a significant impact on people’s perceptions and behaviors—usually managers
and supervisors—are invited. Then there is the invitation itself: the communication is designed and delivered in a way that unmistakably conveys 1) that the invitee is critical to the organization’s transformation,
and 2) that the event is unique and will determine the organization’s future.
STEP 4: LAUNCH AND TRAIN THE PLAN-STEERING TEAM
The plan-steering team owns and directs the base-camp mission plan developed at the All-In™ Event.
Individuals recruited to participate on this team have a history of collaboration with leadership and the
willingness to lead and motivate others.
The leadership team appoints a plan-steering team leader who possesses excellent leadership and
project management skills. The team leader and members are then trained in the concepts and skills they
need to lead the plan’s execution and are coached throughout the existence of the team. The plansteering team is introduced near the end of the All-In™ Event and is disbanded once leadership declares
the plan fully executed and the base-camp mission accomplished.

3. COMMIT & PLAN
A vision and mission alone cannot cause transformation. People cause transformation—people who have
chosen to embrace the leader’s vision and are willing to contribute the discretionary effort required to
realize it. The Commit & Plan phase provides people the opportunity to commit to the vision and develop
their plans for accomplishing the base-camp mission. This phase requires a facilitator highly skilled and
experienced in enrollment conversations. Without the facilitator, these conversations will backfire, and
instead of fostering commitment, they will generate unnecessary resistance.
THE COMMIT & PLAN PHASE OCCURS OVER ALL FOUR CONSECUTIVE DAYS OF THE ALL-IN™ EVENT.
EACH DAY IS DISTINCT AND VITAL:
DAY 1: The leader welcomes the participants, shares her vision, and facilitates several conversations which allow
attendees to thoroughly explore the invitation to realize the vision and its potential for the organization.

DAY 2: The participants are provided the opportunity to commit—usually publicly—to the vision, and to be
introduced by the leadership team to the mission and mission essentials.

DAY 3: The participants partake in a unique approach to planning called “open space.” During open space, the
participants translate their commitments into specific changes and actions which they believe are necessary to
accomplish the mission. Anyone can call a “space” on any subject they deem fit, as long as the space has a clear
objective that serves the mission and generates SMART (specific, measurable, actionable, realistic, and timebased) actions or recommendations. Space hosts handover the outputs from their space sessions to the Plansteering Team the afternoon of Day 3. That evening the steering team translates those outputs into the draft
change plan they will present on Day 4.
DAY 4: The plan-steering team presents its proposed change plan to the leaders and participants, answers
questions, and gathers input. At this stage, the plan is 80% complete. The aim is not to endorse each specific
action or change, but rather the plan’s overall frame, scope, key changes areas, and goals. During Day 4, accountabilities for the plan elements are assigned and estimated completion dates are set. The intent is to leave the
session united in a commitment to the vision, mission, and mission essentials, as well as clear on how the group
and individuals will change in order to see every aspect realized.
Note: The "open space" approach is described in detail in CDC, LLC’s document Opening Space for Action.

The leader concludes the event by acknowledging the participants’ commitment and thanking them for
their partnership during the gathering. The leader also reiterates her commitment to their now shared
vision, declares to the group what she can be counted on for, and states her expectations of the participants going forward.
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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4. EXECUTE & INSTITUTIONALIZE
The last phase of All-In™ Performance Transformation involves executing the change plan developed
at the All-In™ Event. The plan-steering team leads the implementation of the change plan; however,
leadership have specific roles and actions for which they are responsible.
THE LEADER’S ROLE is to keep the image of the vision alive so that it continues to motivate people
to accomplish the base-camp mission—the first major milestone on the way to the vision. The leader
also assures that the organization stays “on mission” and deflects any outside influence that might
take them “off mission.”
THE LEADERSHIP TEAM’S ROLE is to oversee to the plan-steering team and assure that the changes
and actions specified in the change plan are executed as intended and on time. In partnership with
the plan-steering team, the leadership team also monitors the progress of the plan, assesses the
impact of the changes by conducting periodic pulse checks and other gauges, makes appropriate
course corrections, keeps everyone informed, and celebrates significant accomplishments and
highpoints.
Lastly, the leadership team consolidates improvements and lessons learned throughout the organization, drives even more change, and institutionalizes changes to assure sustainability of performance improvements.
Coaching is provided to the steering team, the leader, the leadership team, and other key players to
help them succeed in their roles.
THE PLAN-STEERING TEAM IS DISBANDED ONCE THE PLAN IS COMPLETELY EXECUTED, WHICH
COULD TAKE A FEW MONTHS OR YEARS. AT THAT TIME, THE LEADER DECLARES TO THE ORGANIZATION THAT THE BASE-CAMP MISSION HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. THIS DECLARATION IS TIED
TO AN ORGANIZATION-WIDE GATHERING AND CELEBRATION. SOON AFTERWARDS, THE LEADERSHIP TEAM INTRODUCES THE NEXT MISSION ON THE WAY TO REALIZING THE VISION, AND THE
PROCESS IS REPEATED.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CORT DIAL’S
ALL-IN™ LEADERSHIP APPROACH, VISIT

WWW.CORTDIAL.COM
CORT@CORTDIAL.COM
(512) 739-6569
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ALL LEADERS STRIVE FOR “HIGH PERFORMANCE,” BUT FEW ARE AWARE THAT THE ACTIONS,
PERCEPTIONS, AND RELATIONSHIPS THAT DETERMINE THE SUCCESS OF THAT PERFORMANCE
PLAY OUT IN FOUR DISTINCT FIELDS: SYSTEM, BEHAVIOR, SELF, AND SOCIAL.
LEADERS ARE BOTH INFLUENCED BY AND INFLUENCERS OF THESE FOUR
REALMS, WHICH THEY USE AND OPERATE WITHIN TO GUIDE THEIR PEOPLE.

1. SYSTEM

LEADERS TEND TO START HERE.

Objective, external group phenomenon
Requires the least relationship, knowledge,
and skills

INCLUDES: PROCEDURES, PROCESSES, POLICIES, RULES,
PRIORITIES AND GOALS, METRICS, VISION AND MISSION,
EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, AND FACILITIES.

THE SECOND PLACE LEADERS TEND TO GO.

2. BEHAVIOR
Objective, external individual phenomenon
Requires more relationship, knowledge, and
skills than System

INCLUDES: THINGS INDIVIDUALS DO AND SAY; COMPLYING
WITH SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES; FOLLOWING PROCEDURES
AND RULES; COMMUNICATING PRIORITIES AND GOALS;
MEASURING AND ASSESSING PERFORMANCE; INTERVENING
AND REDIRECTING; AND HALTING ACTIVITIES THAT HAVE
IMMEDIATE CATASTROPHIC POTENTIAL.

THE THIRD PLACE LEADERS TEND TO GO.

3. SELF
Subjective, internal, individual
phenomenon
Requires more relationship, knowledge,
and skills than System and Behavior

4. SOCIAL

INCLUDES: ONE’S VALUES, KNOWLDEGE, AND FACULTIES;
VALUING THE WELL-BEING OF ONE’S PEOPLE; BEING ONE’S
COMMITMENTS; BELIEVING THAT WORKING WITHOUT INJURY IS
POSSIBLE; CAUSING OTHERS TO HAVE A POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE
AND FEEL THEY MATTER; INSTILLING IN ONE’S FOLLOWERS A
SENSE OF BELONGING, CONTRIBUTION AND CONFIDENCE.

THE PLACE LEADERS TEND TO GO LAST.

Subjective, internal, group phenomenon
Requires the most relationship, knowledge,
and skills

INCLUDES: THE GROUP’S SOCIAL MORES, COVENANTS,
MYTHS, LEGENDS, CUSTOMS, PROTOCOLS, WISDOM,
SHARED VISIONS, MISSIONS, AND GOALS, AND
ENROLLMENT OF FOLLOWERS.

EACH FIELD MATTERS AND HOUSES DIFFERENT FORCES TO COMPREHEND AND CULTIVATE.
ULTIMATELY, AN ORGANIZATION’S PERFORMANCE WILL BE LIMITED BY THE WEAKEST FIELD.
LEADERS WHO UNDERSTAND AND EFFECTIVELY DEVELOP SYSTEM, BEHAVIOR, SELF, AND SOCIAL
FIELDS CAN ACHIEVE PERFORMANCE THAT IS BOTH HIGH AND SUSTAINABLE.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CORT DIAL’S ALL-IN™ LEADERSHIP APPROACH, VISIT
WWW.CORTDIAL.COM
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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1. SYSTEM
The System field is the realm that leaders tend to leverage first when attempting to achieve performance
improvement. For example, when any organization is first introduced to the idea of improving safety
performance, the first thing leaders and committees do is create new systems: procedures, processes,
policies, rules, priorities and goals, metrics, visions and missions, equipment, tools, and facilities. These are all
systems in that they are objective, external phenomena that the group agrees to adopt and apply in order to
achieve the performance that they desire. In The Four Fields of Performance model, anything that is an
objective, external, and group phenomenon falls in the System field.
Leaders naturally begin improvement efforts in the System field because it is the easiest within which to do
work. Of the four fields, System requires the least amount of relationship development, knowledge, and skill to
be cultivated. Since people are drawn to the path of least resistance, beginning here is attractive.

WHILE IMPROVEMENTS CAN BE ACHIEVED VIA SYSTEM CHANGES,
THEY ARE LIMITED AND SELDOM SUSTAINABLE.
Consequently, once the limits of the System field have been reached, leaders begin to look elsewhere for
improvement opportunities.

BEHAVIOR
2. STAY
The Behavior field typically attracts leaders after the “equipment and procedures” of the System field fall
short. People within the organization begin to realize that there is much more than just the objective, external,
and group aspect of performance and start to see that there are individual components—albeit ones that are
still objective and external. This is the Behavior field.
The Behavior field encompasses objective, external things individuals do and say. Complying with systems
and processes; following procedures and rules; communicating priorities and goals; measuring, assessing and
holding each other accountable for performance; properly using and maintaining equipment, tools, and
facilities; sharing lessons learned; acknowledging the proper actions of others; intervening and redirecting
someone’s less-than-proper actions; and halting activities that have immediate catastrophic potential––all of
these actions fall under the Behavior umbrella. The only field easier to work in than Behavior is the System
field.

LIKE SYSTEM, IMPROVEMENT IN BEHAVIOR REQUIRES LESS RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPMENT,
KNOWLEDGE, AND SKILL THAN THE SELF AND SOCIAL FIELDS.
Moreover, also like System, any benefits will be difficult to sustain because, although people’s behaviors may
have been affected to cause compliance, their selves and social constructs may have not been changed.
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3. SELF
Leaders who sense there are other ways to cultivate stronger performance typically move into the Self field
third. That said, many leaders seem unable or unwilling to acknowledge the Self field––it is difficult to observe
and quantify, and consequently often labeled as “soft” or “touchy-feely.” Such dismissiveness is unfortunate
because the Self field is a much more powerful and sustainable place in which to cultivate performance than
the Behavior or System fields.
The self field represents everything that is subjective and internal to individuals that affects
performance—one’s values, knowledge, and faculties; valuing the well-being of one’s people; being one’s
commitments; believing that working without injury is possible; causing others to have a positive self-image
and feel they matter; instilling in one’s followers a sense of belonging, contribution and confidence. All of the
work in the self field occurs in the mind, heart, and soul of the individual, not tangible operations. Such
abstraction makes working in the realm of the self particularly difficult for leaders who only place credence in
what they can see, hold, and measure.
The subjective, internal, individual phenomena that make up the Self field are extremely powerful
determinants of performance. The Self field shapes how people choose to behave and the systems they
choose to create and follow.

IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE “HIGH HUMAN PERFORMANCE”
WITHOUT WORKING EFFECTIVELY IN THE SELF FIELD.
The Self field represents who people are—the actual self, which is always present and extremely difficult to
change once it becomes established. It is much more likely for a System or Behavior to deteriorate over time
than one’s Self.
For many leaders and managers, it is less problematic to continue to toil in the fields they know well and are
good at—Behavior and Systems—than to move into an unfamiliar field of performance. These misguided but
well-meaning leaders pile behavior program after behavior program and system after system on their people,
hoping to yield better performance.
Working in the Self field is not easy. It’s requires an extraordinary amount of relationship development,
knowledge, and skill to ultimately transform one’s self into a force that can influence how one’s people think,
feel, and perceive the world.
Working in the Self field also requires time and patience—unfortunately more than many leaders are willing to
invest in this age of instant gratification and quick fixes.
Lastly, working in the Self field requires releasing control. Only the individual can work on the Self. Leaders
can impose systems and enforce behaviors on their people from the outside, but only their people can affect
what goes on inside of themselves. Leaders may preach high performance to the troops until they are blue in
the face, but the individual controls the conversation one has with one’s self.
Leaders can learn how to create the external conditions in which their people are most likely to choose to
think, feel, and perceive in ways that create the highest performance. This choice makes up the very heart of
working in the Self field.
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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4. SOCIAL
The Social field is the field that virtually all leaders come to recognize and begin to leverage last due to two
factors: first, of all the four fields, working in the Social field requires the most relationship development,
knowledge, and skill. Second, it is very difficult to be effective in the Social field until one has developed
proficiency in the other three.

THE MOST POWERFUL AND SUSTAINABLE PLACE IN WHICH TO WORK ON PERFORMANCE,
THE SOCIAL FIELD REPRESENTS EVERYTHING THAT IS SUBJECTIVE AND INTERNAL TO THE GROUP.
These concepts include the group’s social mores, covenants, myths, legends, customs, protocols, wisdom,
shared visions, missions, and goals. The subjective, internal, group phenomena that make up the Social field
are the most powerful determinants of performance, e.g., the Social field almost always trumps the other
three fields.
We have all experienced giving into peer pressure and behaving in ways that are against company rules or
even our personal values; or adopting a positive behavior or belief simply because those with whom we live
or work act or think that way. Only an individual with a very highly-developed sense of Self can resist the pull
of the Social field. Human beings are social creatures. In fact, many philosophers assert that we are not
human unless we are in the presence of other human beings. I cannot know that I am me and you cannot
know that you are you if there are not others to whom we can relate. In this way, it can be argued that the self
does not exist without the social.
Without the Social field, the Self field is greatly diminished. And without the Self field, the Behavior field is
diminished—and so on with the System field. Like the Self field, the Social field is essential if sustainable, high
human performance is to be achieved. It bears repeating: this level of performance is simply not accessible
through the System and Behavior fields alone.
As stated earlier, the Self field is who people are; something that they see as part of themselves. But this
involves only how one sees him or herself. The Self is me. The Social field is we. The Social is who we are,
what we think, and how we do things. The Social exists whenever and wherever we are together; and, like the
Self, the Social is extremely difficult to change once it becomes established. Just imagine the social
resistance one would face when attempting to changing the flag of a state, or the anthem of a nation. Flags
and anthems are symbols of the group’s identify—what they collectively believe about themselves, or, in
other words, who they are.
Like the Self field, working in the Social field is difficult, takes time and patience, and requires relinquishing
control. Only the group can work on the group. Leaders can espouse all the visions they want, but the group
will decide what it chooses to embrace and embody.
Leaders can create the external conditions in which people are most likely to choose to think, feel and
perceive as a group in ways that create the highest performance, but only they, together, can make that
choice. For this reason, the Social field is a group phenomenon that is created when people get together,
dialog, learn, and make collective choices and decisions. This means that to work on the Social, people must
be brought together. If at all possible, the entire group must gather at the same place and same time, for
significant periods of time—days, if necessary. Only then can any meaningful work on the Social field be
accomplished.
© Cort Dial Consulting LLC 2017 | cortdial.com
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CULTURE IS THE SUM OF ALL FOUR FIELDS—SYSTEM, BEHAVIOR, SELF, AND SOCIAL.
A HEALTHY, “HIGH-PERFORMANCE CULTURE” CAN ONLY BE CREATED AND SUSTAINED BY AN
ORGANIZATION COMPRISING PEOPLE CAPABLE OF WORKING EFFECTIVELY IN ALL FOUR FIELDS.

Enlightened leaders realize that to produce the performance expected by today’s stakeholders, they must
develop their people’s capability to work in all four fields of performance. This development begins when
leaders:
• oﬀer their people a clear and compelling vision of the future,
• translate that vision into the mission necessary to realizing it,
• clarify the systems, behaviors, priorities, goals and metrics essential to the mission and creating
accountability for them.

Leaders must also utilize the self and social fields to establishing a work environment where people:
• are enrolled in the vision,
• are committed to their mission,
• feel conﬁdent in themselves, their team, and the mission’s success,
• perceive they belong and are making a valued contribution,
• have ample opportunities for personal development and career growth.

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CORT DIAL’S
ALL-IN™ LEADERSHIP APPROACH, VISIT

WWW.CORTDIAL.COM
CORT@CORTDIAL.COM
(512) 739-6569
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Once you have declared your vision, enrolled your followers, and translated your vision into a mission,
it falls on your leadership team and their managers to create and sustain the Five Conditions of
Performance. These are five emotional states followers can experience that will compel them to
contribute the extra effort necessary to accomplish the mission.
Most employees are normally focused on contributing only that which is necessary to keep their boss
happy and receive a good performance rating. They choose to invest the remainder of what they have
to offer elsewhere—family, community, a private business, etc.
However, an extraordinary mission calls for an extraordinary level of intention, attention, and effort. If
leaders fail to inspire their followers to contribute this additional, “discretionary effort,” the mission is
unlikely to be accomplished. The good news is that by following the simple five-step process
presented here, leaders can create and sustain these conditions.

A BIG GAME
TO PLAY

COMMITMENT
TO & CONFIDENCE
IN VICTORY

5

SENSE OF
BELONGING

CONDITIONS

POSITIVE
SELF-IMAGE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR
PERSONAL GROWTH

“THE FIVE CONDITIONS OF PERFORMANCE HELP MAKE TANGIBLE THAT WHICH FOR MANY LEADERS
IS DIFFICULT TO GRASP…THE EMOTIONAL ASPECTS OF PERFORMANCE. ONCE YOU HAVE MASTERED
THIS CONCEPT, NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR CREATING PERFORMANCE BECOME ACCESSIBLE.”
-CORT DIAL
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LEADERS &
MANAGERS

To create and sustain the Five Conditions, leaders and managers must fully understand what
they are, why they stimulate discretionary effort, and how to generate and sustain them. Each
Condition satisfies a basic human emotional need that—if met by leadership—inspires
followers to willingly give whatever effort necessary to accomplish the mission.
If leaders wish their followers to contribute more, then they must contribute more to the
needs of those followers. Satisfying the Five Conditions is the price leaders must pay if they
want their followers to give their maximum effort and full potential to the endeavor. Below is
a description of the Five Conditions of Performance and examples of each.

A BIG GAME TO PLAY
Your vision and mission make up the big game you ask your team to play. The bigger the
game, the more followers you attract. How will your future be different? What’s the first
mission on the way to that future? How do you, your people, and your organization need to
change? You and your leadership team articulate visions and pursue missions in ways that
draw in your followers so completely, each individual is willing to evolve in order to win the
game.

COMMITMENT TO AND CONFIDENCE IN VICTORY
You will achieve commitment to and confidence in victory when each of your followers
believes that they, their leaders, and their teammates are fully committed and willing to do
whatever it takes to realize the vision and mission. Moreover, followers must believe that
both the vision and mission are within their ability to accomplish and must have confidence it
will happen.
The big game must be understood as a goal they can and will achieve. How will you
convince your followers of your unwavering commitment? How will you enroll the healthy
skeptics and counter the historical drift? How can you demonstrate to your people that their
mission is doable and within their control?

A SENSE OF BELONGING
Fostering a sense of belonging is one of the most important conditions, as well as one of the
most difficult for many corporate leaders to discuss. “Belonging” is just another word for love.
People are designed to care for and take care of one another––not merely romantically, but
in a humanistic, fraternal way. All forms of belonging involve a sense that “I am the right
person, working with the right people, doing the right thing, in the right place, right now.”
When a person “belongs,” they are part of a community committed to one another’s success
and wellbeing, and working together to realize your vision.
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POSITIVE SELF-IMAGE
Both leaders and team members must cultivate a positive self-image in order to achieve
extraordinary results. No individual or team can outperform their self-image. Expanding your
and your follower’s perception of your collective capability increases your capacity for even
greater performance. An All-In™ Leader seeks to positively affect each team member’s view
of himself or herself, while simultaneously striving to develop their own healthy self-image.
After all, if you don’t believe in yourself, why would anyone else?

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
If something isn’t growing, it’s dying. All-In Leaders give their followers chances to learn, be
challenged, and to develop in a variety of ways, and always in service of the vision and
mission. While leaders can’t force team members to grow, they can ensure that the
opportunities exist and that learnings are captured and assimilated. Rules and other rote,
surface-level paradigms can only get you so far. All-In Leaders influence people’s hearts and
minds as much as their behavior to create peak performance, profits, and lasting fulfillment.

2. IDENTIFY

PHYSICAL
“TOUCH POINTS”

Physical touch points are locations, events, and activities where opportunities exist for
creating the Five Conditions within followers. You should engage your leadership team and
followers to assist in the identification of those physical touch points where followers visit
and congregate regularly.
EXAMPLES OF PHYSICAL TOUCH POINTS ARE PARKING LOTS, FACILITY ENTRANCES,
CONFERENCE ROOMS, RESTROOMS, LUNCH ROOMS, BREAK AREAS, BRIEF MEETINGS, DEBRIEF
MEETINGS, ASSEMBLIES, AND PERIODIC COMMUNIQUES SUCH AS LEADER LETTERS,
NEWSLETTERS AND REPORTS.

3.

HUMAN
POINTS”
IDENTIFY “TOUCH

Human touch points are individuals who regularly interact with followers and therefore can
affect their emotional states.
EXAMPLES OF HUMAN TOUCH POINTS SUPERVISORS, MANAGERS, OTHER FOLLOWERS,
SECURITY PERSONNEL, AND CAFETERIA PERSONNEL.
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“TOUCH POINT”
TABLE
DEVELOP ASTRATEGY

A touch-point strategy table juxtaposes the Five Conditions of Performance with each
physical and human touch point within the organization. For each intersection, strategies are
identified for creating the Five Conditions.

THREE PRINCIPLES APPLY WHEN DEVELOPING YOUR STRATEGY TABLE:
• FOR EACH TOUCH POINT, THERE MUST BE AT LEAST ONE STRATEGY.
• THE BEST PEOPLE TO DEVELOP THE STRATEGY TABLE ARE YOUR FOLLOWERS.
• A TOUCH-POINT STEERING TEAM (SEE #5) SHOULD IMPLEMENT AND MANAGE THE STRATEGIES.

The idea is to develop strategies for using the physical and human touch points to create the
Five Conditions. In this way, followers come in contact regularly with sources that help the
Five Conditions remain present within them as they go about their work.

5.

“TOUCH POINT”
EMPOWER ASTEERING
TEAM

STEERING TEAM PRINCIPLES:
1. Human touch points are more impactful than physical.
2. Implement the touch points that have the greatest impact and require the least effort first.
3. Involve employees in the implementation and maintenance of touch points.
4. Symbols, ceremonies, and rituals are very powerful touch points.
5. Update and revise touch points regularly to assure they remain fresh and effective.

TOUCH POINTS ARE A SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE MECHANISM FOR CREATING THE FIVE
CONDITIONS OF PERFORMANCE. THESE CONDITIONS, IF CREATED AND SUSTAINED,
WILL CAUSE FOLLOWERS TO GIVE THEIR MAXIMUM INTENTION, ATTENTION, AND
EFFORT TO YOUR VISION AND MISSON, GREATLY INCREASING THE LIKELIHOOD THAT
THEY WILL BE REALIZED AND ACCOMPLISHED.
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TO LEARN MORE ABOUT CORT DIAL’S
ALL-IN™ LEADERSHIP APPROACH, VISIT

WWW.CORTDIAL.COM
CORT@CORTDIAL.COM
(512) 739-6569
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